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to celebrate this release, and to thank you for being part of our unauthorized warhammer
40k kill team game , youll get immediate access to the intercession squad rules for free.

when you first place your order youll also receive the the 31st dark angels kill team
tactical assault squad comes with a full complement of weapons to support the mission.

a 40k kill team rules supplement for warhammer 40,000 kills the game in a way that
makes it a snap to set the battlefield and start shooting. written by the kill team team,

with rules for games workshop’s second-biggest selling miniatures game. you’re not the
first person to ask about warhammer 40k kill team rules. as such, i’ll try to cover as

much as i can here. also, as you can probably tell from the name of this guide and title of
the game, this isn’t a comprehensive rulebook. this is more of a primer on how to play
warhammer 40k kill team. so, basically, what it comes down to is, you play an army of

human space marines and kill orks. and yes, it’s been a long time since i wrote about kill
team, but there’s some minor changes to certain rules i need to take care of. more on

that after that. now, to get into some of the specifics of the basic rules, in order to setup
a game, you’ll want to go to a table and lay out the battlefield. this will let you select
ground, cover, choke points, and more. now, you’ll want to generally make sure that

terrain pieces are placed around your table in groups of three. this goes toward allowing
you to move units in a more simple way when casting which power you have for

particular moves. to make movement easier, i’d suggest placing two terrain pieces
together and then moving one of the piece once the other is moved.
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the most obvious way to maintain this is to make sure that the imperial knight is the only faction that can
field more than one imperial knight (or space marine chapter), and then have the other factions use

multiple units of the same type. perhaps this would be the best way to go about things, but there is no
such rule on the books. in fact, gw has said that the imperial knight can be fielded in multiples, and that
any other units that can be fielded in multiples could be fielded in multiples. however, there are no rules

that would enforce this, so it is up to the individual to decide. one of the more interesting and controversial
aspects of the book is that the rules do not have a standard unit of measurement, which would make it

harder for people to use the rules to create units for their own kill teams. if youre completely new to the kill
team rules, its pretty tough to jump into it. there are no additional rules in the book that would tell you

what to do if your kill team is forced into contact with a non-friendly force (e.g., an imperial knight on the
verge of collapse). also, because the kill team is pretty much an elite unit, youre going to have to do some

work to make sure youre able to pull it off. this is because a lot of the rules governing movement and
actions in the game dont apply as much to kill teams. instead of having a 1 1, 3 or 6 in each direction on

the hex grid, you only have 1 or 2. this means that you can move more slowly or cover more distance, but
not as quickly. once you reach the enemy, you have to decide what to do. is the enemy a tough unit? does

the enemy have a ranged weapon, or a melee weapon, or both? if your kill team is moving to flank an
enemy unit, does your unit have a maneuverability of 0? can the kill team attack a unit that has a higher

maneuverability than it? 5ec8ef588b
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